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 The Regnum Humanitatis Trilogy:
 A Humanist Manifesto

 Eugene J. Devlin

 When Jacob Gretser wrote his first drama, Timon (1584),
 he had begun perhaps unconsciously a dialogue with classical
 antiquity which was to expand and mature through many years.
 What his earlier work so obviously lacked in polish and literary
 elegance was to be achieved in his last major humanist drama,
 the Regnum Humanitatis trilogy. With the completion of this
 work, he could safely put aside any doubts he might have had
 about the quality of the inspiration he received from his classical
 muse. Like his better known humanist contemporary Nicodemus
 Frischlin, the Jesuit writer appeals to the glory of the Renais-
 sance tradition and warns his audience against the inroads which
 the "vernacular," with its perceived threat of lower standards of
 elegance, was making in humanist schools Д

 Literary dramas of this type were no innovation to the
 century. At first sight, the Regnum Humanitatis appears to be
 no more than a sturdy defense of late Renaissance humanism
 in Germany. What makes this drama different from the rest,
 however, is its treatment of an issue which had long bedeviled
 the best efforts of contemporary humanists. The Regnum Human-
 itatis manages to strike a reasonable compromise between the
 heightened religious sensitivity of the sixteenth century and the
 allegedly amoral tendencies of late Renaissance humanism.

 Understanding the sharpness of contemporary religious con-
 flict and its effect on the humanist college stage will necessitate
 some attention to the prior historical period, the Reformation,
 which had released a wave of criticism in religious and educa-
 tional circles that for a time threatened to destroy the sixteenth-
 century humanist tradition altogether. The initially negative

 EUGENE J. DEVLIN, Professor of Modern Languages and Literatures at Saint
 Peter's College, is the author of Jacob Gretser and the German Jesuit Drama.
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 Eugene J. Devlin 59

 impact of the religious reform with its anti-medieval bias and
 attraction to more primitive religious forms created a ferment
 which for a time posed a threat to the goals of all contemporary
 humanist education.

 With the collapse almost overnight of a well-ordered medi-
 eval system of education, responsibility now fell into the hands
 of local authorities who were often totally unprepared to grapple
 with the problem. In some areas humanist schools ceased almost
 completely. A general revulsion against humanist ideals swept
 through the Protestant areas of Germany. Martin Luther had to
 encourage local princes as well as pastors to assume the educa-
 tional responsibilities of the medieval Church along with its
 appropriated incomes. Fortunately for the humanist position,
 the saner counsels of Philip Melanchthon (1497-1560) even-
 tually prevailed, but for a long time the battle was far from
 over.

 The situation for humanism in those parts of Germany and
 Switzerland which remained loyal to the earlier faith was even
 more precarious. In such areas, too, a series of local reforms
 was inaugurated, but these lacked the unchallenged authority
 of the medieval Church to put into practice. Preoccupation
 with religious polemic had drained off much of the talent form-
 erly devoted to education, while local wars and religious defec-
 tions produced a significant decline in school attendance. This
 helps to explain the preoccupation of the recently established
 Jesuit Order with an effort to evolve a unified educational code

 which would accept the urgent need for reform but also would
 preserve much that was worthwhile in the older tradition. Jesuit
 schoolmen never lost sight of the fact that it was the medieval
 schools which had produced the Renaissance as well as the
 Reformation.2

 With the advent of the Catholic Reform the humanist posi-
 tion came under fire once more. Serious questions were raised,
 even by schoolmen devoted to the Renaissance tradition who
 attacked secular humanism for what they considered its over-
 glorification of natural man and its alleged disregard of Christian
 virtues. For many years in the Jesuit Order there remained no
 unanimity on the goals and values of its own professedly
 humanist curriculum. This disagreement was eradicated only
 with the promulgation of the definitive version of the Plan of
 Studies in 1599.3

 In the Regnum Humanitatis trilogy, Jacob Gretser (1562-
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 1625) attempts a solution which he hopes will successfully
 preserve the values of Renaissance humanism but also will
 firmly reject any inflation of human nature to the detriment of
 dependence on divine providence. It must be for history to
 decide whether he was justified in his attempt to baptize Cicero,
 Terence, and Plautus in the waters of the Tridentine Reform.
 In comparison with the amount of time devoted to some of

 his earlier plays, the "Republic of Letters" theme would pre-
 occupy Gretser for a long period. From at least 1585 until well
 into the following decade this preoccupation continued to
 develop. The record of revisions and adaptations in this work
 bears witness to the gradual clarification and maturing of the
 author's philosophy .4
 The subject of the "Republic of Letters" was by no means

 original to the sixteenth century. It extended in a venerable
 tradition from Lorenzo Valla's Elegantiae linguae latinae down
 to the twenty volumes of Ludwig Vives' De disciplinis. These
 works also reflect a dramatic history which reaches from the
 Bellům grammaticale of Andreas Guarna to Frischlin's Pri-
 scianus vapulans and Julius redivivus.
 The basic source for much of Gretser's Regnum humanitatis

 trilogy can be traced to a work by Andreas Guarna (ΗΤΟ-
 Ι 5 17), a humanist scholar of the Italian Renaissance whose
 Grammaticale bellům nominis et verbi was published in 1511 -
 a work to which he owes most of his fame.5 The idea of personi-
 fying grammatical forms, however, can be traced much earlier
 to a dialogue of Lucian, the Judicium vocalium. Lucian's
 imaginative little piece depicts a mock-heroic war which is on
 the point of breaking out between certain letters of the Boetian
 alphabet.

 Late Renaissance attraction for grammatical warfare be-
 tween verb, noun, and other parts of speech probably owed
 its origin to the medieval custom of word-for-word parsing of
 biblical sources. One clever parody of this type of exegesis was
 the account of the life of an anonymous St. Nemo. This turns
 into a panegyric based on the uses of the word nemo which
 occur in the Jerome Bible.

 Guarna, who had achieved some reputation as an active
 supporter of humanist ideals, waged more than one literary
 battle against the barbarous Latinity of certain medieval gram-
 mars. The more popular of this genre had adopted the practice
 of setting their precepts to meter, and one in particular -
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 Alexander Vüla Dei's versified version of the classical grammar
 of Priscian - became a prime target of scorn for Erasmus,
 Melanchthon, Bebel, and later humanist schoolmen. But the
 popular source from which Guarna drew much of his material
 was an ornate eulogy of Priscian, Donatus, and Servius by
 another Italian humanist, Lorenzo Valla.6
 The Bellům grammaticale was quickly acknowledged by

 humanist schoolmasters for its dramatic qualities, and it became
 a useful device to make the study of grammar somewhat more
 palatable. Guarna, a contemporary of the humanist Pope Leo X,
 had written an allegory in the form of a drama; it is not clear,
 however, whether this play was ever actually performed. Guarna
 wrote it primarily to trace the origin of impurities in the Latin
 tongue. Its main theme is an imaginary conflict which arises
 between the forces of Verb and Noun. The Noun bases its claim

 to superiority on the word "God," which is a noun. The Verb,
 not to be outdone, has recourse to the first verse of the Gospel
 of St. John which states: "In principio erat verbum." Such
 playful liberties with the sacred word were not uncommon to
 the period.7

 It was the figure of Priscian, kept in the background by
 Guarna, that particularly appealed to Gretser's contemporary
 Nicodemus Frischlin, who was quick to recognize its satirical
 possibilities. Priscian is made to play the central role in Frisch-
 lin's drama Priscianus vapulans, which was first produced on
 the occasion of the centenary celebration at the University of
 Tübingen in 1578.

 Gretser's Regnum Humanitatis trilogy evolved from his
 earlier Regnum humanitatis dialogus. This earlier work is a
 broadly drawn allegory that dramatized the misfortunes of the
 "Republic of Letters" at the hands of its enemies. 8 Performed
 for the first time in Fribourg, Switzerland, in 1585, it opens
 with an exchange between Humanitas and her followers, who
 are lamenting the plunder and destruction of their land wrought
 by Barbarism and Solecism - satirical pseudonyms for reaction-
 ary medievalism and the emerging national vernacular. However,
 Gretser's dialogus makes no mention of Priscian, who eventually
 was to become the central figure of the trilogy.

 We may safely assume that shortly after the composition of
 the dialogus in 1585 Gretser must have become acquainted
 with Frischlin's dramas on the "Republic of Letters" theme.
 The possibility of previous contact with the works of his fellow
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 countryman is suggested by the author's Ita doggia, which bears
 more than a casual resemblance to Frischlin's Hildegardis
 magna.

 In 1586 what apparently began as a minor revision of the
 dialogus resulted in a relatively new play, the Comoedia primal
 The simple two act division of the dialogus is expanded to
 three acts, containing eight scenes in the first two and five in
 the last. The principal change, however, which made all the
 difference dramatically was the introduction of the role of the
 venerable grammarian Priscian. The plot of the Comoedia
 prima, first performed in 1587 at the Jesuit college at Ingolstadt,
 is divided into three phases: the restoration of Humanitas to
 her kingdom, the healing of the grammarian Priscian, and finally
 several colorful but disconnected scenes in which students dis-

 pute with a pompous pseudo-Latinist. Guarna's Barbarism and
 Solecism play the role of antagonists.

 Unlike the Bellům grammaticale, however, no physical con-
 flict appears in the Comoedia prima. Barbarism and Solecism,
 the enemies of Humanity, are summoned to the tribunal of
 Sabinus and called upon to give up the texts and classical
 works that they have illegally acquired. As punishment Sabinus
 decrees that they shall be fined and, with quaint anachronism,
 banned forever from Ingolstadt and all Bavaria (III.4-5). Some
 dependence on Frischlin seems evident in the first two acts in
 which Priscian becomes ill from having to listen to a tedious
 recitation in barbarous Latin by school boys only to hear the
 schoolmaster compose a letter which for its grotesque style can
 only recall the Epistolae virorum obscurorum.

 Priscian is restored to health not by drinking a purge of
 good books as had his counterpart in Priscianus vapulans but
 by imbibing the counsels of some learned humanist friends of
 the judge Sabinus. Later he witnesses the burning of the Gemma
 gemmarum, the Thesaurus pauperum, the Catholicon, and other
 medieval grammars and commentaries heartily despised by
 contemporary humanists. "Nares odor gratissimus contingit,"
 he remarks, and "libri si barbaři sic comburantur omnes, prist-
 inam cito recipiam sanitatem" (CD III.2). The judge reserves
 some of his sharpest words for the Catholicon, which boasts it
 is the father of Solecism and Barbarism and hears cited against
 itself the use of the pompous title "honorificabilitudinitas tua."

 The popular grammar of Villa Dei with its rimed hexameters
 is denounced with special scorn. Humanitas cites from the
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 beginning of his Doctrinale to sum up her complaints against
 this type of culprit (1.2). Villa Dei's Commentus is demolished
 in a masterful school scene (II.l), with hairsplitting etymologies
 {super lithon: supra lapidem; Donatus: a deo natus) and newly
 coined vernacular crudities (vosare for the vernacular ihrsen;
 tuare for duzen). Other corruptions, mocked in numerous
 intermezzi, are leonic verses, exaggerated platitudes, and unin-
 telligible Plautinic forms. A note of humor is struck by the
 "latinograecus" and a "vir obscurus" who confront each other
 with a mixture of crude Latin and vernacular into which are

 woven several asides directed at Reformers: "Greetings to you,
 more numerous than are the mice in their nests, than are
 Anabaptists in Moravia, Calvinists in Geneva, Turks in all of
 Greece, pitchforks in the countryside, horseherders in all Swabia,
 preachers in Hesse, hacks in Friesland, vassals in Franken,
 weavers in Augsburg, locusts in the summer . . ." (Π.8).

 Gretser takes a relatively moderate stand toward silver age
 Latinists, some of whom had aroused the scorn of earlier
 humanist scholars (ΙΠ.2). In the place of honor beside Vergil
 and Cicero he puts Livy and the Church fathers Lactantius,
 Ambrose, Augustine, Tertullian, Sidonius, and Jerome. Sur-
 prisingly, he has a few biting words for the late Renaissance
 humanists Erasmus, Melanchthon, and Ramus:

 As for those who would these authors form your realm repel,
 queen, they are not worthy, believe me, to hold a candle to them.
 This do I broadly say: not one of them is there who is not a
 hundred times more elegant than the Erasmians, two thousand
 times more refined than the followers of Philip and the offspring
 of Ramus (almost had I said whelps), more erudite than the
 innumerable and perverse family of Momus, and the Aristarchian
 critics of man and god. . . . (III.4)

 Three years after the Comoedia prima took to the stage at
 the Ingolstadt college, Gretser produced the second or major
 part of his trilogy, the Comoedia alter «,10 which also appears
 to have been performed at Ingolstadt. The full title suggests the
 subject matter. In attacking text critics and interpreters, he
 decries the pompous rhetoric and unsound philological practices
 of contemporary editors of classical texts. The comoedia owes
 more than passing inspiration to the Dutch humanist Justus
 Lipsius, who had earlier published his Satira menippa seu
 somnium, a trenchant satire on unscholarly exegetes and text
 critics.
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 As the play begins, the enemies of Humanitas and her
 republic have been driven into exile, and the land is once more
 in a prosperous state:

 Humanitas. My kingdom restored to me now at last do I discern.
 Scholarly pursuits flourish to which I have lent the prestige of my
 name. My schools do the laws of humanity obey. Mortals, too,
 have become humane. Barbarian practices and literature have
 been banished. (CLM I.I)

 Unfortunately, a few enemies still remain who plot for the
 return of Duke Soloecus. Humanitas enjoins Priscian, who has
 now become the official overseer of schools in the realm, to keep
 a sharp watch on bookstores and schoolmasters. He is especially
 urged to control the arrogant license of text critics:

 Humanitas. Cleanse the libraries and stalls of books which do

 against morality plead. If anything you find which bodes ill for
 the common good, as quickly remove it. Against text critics,
 however, I bid you more sharply to proceed. They are not con-
 tent to practice their art in moderation but pass judgment where
 none should be. They do each other with a thousand maledictions
 wound, as did Pentheus' mother and the Maenades. (1.2)

 It is a changed Priscian who now strides the boards in the
 Comoedia altera. Gone is the hesitant, passive demeanor of the
 timorous grammarian. He now becomes an active, dominant
 figure around whom the action of the drama centers. The
 erstwhile hapless victim is replaced by a self-confident inquisitor
 who is prepared to deal out blows where necessary. With a
 cohort of soldiers Priscian first checks the lists of the book-

 sellers from Frankfurt and expresses his pleasure at the classical
 authors displayed. Among those cited favorably among Gretser's
 own contemporaries are Muret, Sezonius, Perpianus, Victorius,
 and Barzaeus (1.5).

 The prototype for this scene appears to be Frischlin's Julius
 Redivivus in which Cicero passes judgment on the authors
 mentioned by Eobianus Hessus. In the comoedia prima Priscian
 is especially happy to see a "grammatica Prisciana a mendis
 quibus scatebat purgata." The works of Erasmus and Ramus,
 however, arouse his ire:

 Ramus, return to your tree, far from here. Ramus depart. Of no
 use are you, Ramus. What of Erasmus? A dreary little mouse is
 he. Take those books away. They instruct not but destruct. (1.5)

 The venom which Gretser displays against Erasmus can
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 only be understood against the background of the times. The
 humanist scholar had already incurred Gretser's displeasure for
 his overly severe censorship of silver age authors and Church
 Latinists. Moreover, in some circles of the Catholic Reform,
 Erasmus had also acquired a reputation for vacillation in his
 religious beliefs. It should come as no surprise that the Copia
 verborum of Erasmus was later banned from the Jesuit college
 at Prague for precisely this reason. П

 With blows Priscian drives off a student wit who mocked

 his classmates for investing their spending money in books
 instead of the enjoyment of the tavern:

 Student. You've bought books again? When will you desist, I pray,
 from such stupidity? What advantage are books to you? What do
 books bring but much inconvenience? He who many books does
 possess is forced to read many. Who none does possess need read
 none. Priscian. What is this I hear? You two-legged scoundrel, will
 you dissuade the eager from buying books? Wretch with no re-
 fined taste, take that. Student. Oh, ah. Release me, help. Priscian.
 Worthless good-for-nothing and squanderer, mend your ways 'ere
 you wind up on a cross feeding crows. . . . (1.6)

 In the second act Priscian turns his attention to pseudo-
 scholars and bombastic philologists. One of them, the bantam-
 cock Orgilus, prides himself on the scandalous liberties he has
 taken with classical texts:

 Orgilus. How many authors have I corrected by hand. With notes
 neither unscholarly nor illiterate, under the benign patronage of
 the muses, I have rendered them intelligible. Defects, which negli-
 gence or light of day have sprinkled about, I have wiped away,
 and deformities have I removed. Skillfully have I separated the
 genuine from the false. (II.2)

 He shows no patience for contemporary critics who often
 belabored their literary adversaries in harsh and unbecoming
 terms:

 Priscian. To reviling and calumny do you have recourse, as though
 enough of this you had not already blurted out. Scarce anything
 does so dishonor the educated man as the revilings with which you
 abound. A mortal wound, believe me, do you thus inflict on your
 reputation. (II.3)

 A rare display of Gretser's devastating wit occurs in the
 episode in which Cortesianus appears. The role refers most
 probably to a contemporary theologian, Paul Cortesius, who
 had made an ambitious but largely unsuccessful attempt to
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 translate the unwieldy terms of medieval theology into the
 classical style of Cicero. The satirical tone used in the episode
 recalls Frischlin's treatment of philosophers in Priscianus vapu-
 lans. As the scene begins, Priscian stands in the background
 and makes appropriate asides:

 Cortesianus. It seems that God is a spirit inhering in all things.
 Zenophon and Plato, those two resounding voices of the philoso-
 phers, made God a circle and called him the sun, but Zeno, that
 Stoic lyre, made him the breath of heaven. Priscian. Dear gods,
 how this fellow, whoever he be, does with bombast resound and
 with sesquipedalian words. With what conceits and metaphors he
 abounds. Two philosophical "drums," does he say? Taut drums
 resound, the trumpet goes "tara-tantara." Ha, ha, ha. Drums and
 the Stoic lyre. Nothing to come now but the lute. Cortesianus.
 Epicurus whom I call the Paris of the Philosophers. . . . Priscian.
 Now I suppose we will see Helen. Paris is already here with lyre
 and drums. (III.5)

 Priscian next sets out to inspect the schools of the Republic.
 Here there is an evident historical allusion to the Bavarian
 school visitation of 1558-60 which was to have such an im-
 portant effect on the renewal of Catholic influence in Germany.
 In one scene he surprises a class in the midst of a recitation of
 classical verses. The recitation is surprisingly professional and
 must have made more than a casual impression on Archdukes
 Maximilian of Bavaria and Ferdinand of Steirmark with their
 courtiers, who were both patrons and guests at the college of
 Ingolstadt for the performance.

 As a dramatist Gretser must have been acutely aware of
 the difficulty of maintaining audience interest through five acts
 of a play whose main purpose was to extol the virtues of
 humanist education. To his credit he managed to introduce
 into the arid bones of this less than exciting subject a series of
 comic episodes which reveal his talent for trenchant satire. A
 few examples may suffice.

 In what must certainly be the classic gesture of an older
 generation's discontent with adolescent mores, Priscian person-
 ally cuts off the long modish locks of a student, then adds spice
 to the incident with a biting commentary on his character:

 Priscian. As for you, adolescent descendent of Venus, who do
 strut about with wavy locks like some love-lorn Adonis, hair
 heaped in ringlets, is there no shame you sense in the eyes of
 these virgins to go about in that scandalous getup? Youth. As if
 the muses care about the curls in my hair. Priscian. What, pray,
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 is the advantage of hair thus curled about your childish ears.
 Soldiers, bring me the shears, I'll fleece this stinking goat. Youth,
 Oh, oh, let me go, oh, oh. (III.6)

 Relishing the discomfiture of one of Ms fellows, another
 student bursts out with a folk proverb of his native Swabia
 which sounds quaintly anachronistic in its classical guise:
 "There's precious little wool here but a lot of noise, said the
 devil when he sheared the sow" (Ш.6).
 Another contemporary custom comes to light in the same

 scene when Priscian discovers a student coming into class armed.
 This accepted practice throws light on a page of early Jesuítica
 which usually receives little notice in more serious histories of
 the Order. For decades the Jesuits struggled in vain to banish
 the bearing of arms within the college enclosure. One over-
 zealous rector in Fribourg, a warlike canton of the Swiss
 Republic, almost provoked a riot by trying to confiscate student
 weaponry at the door. Finally, an uneasy truce was worked
 out which allowed the sons of noblemen to bear weapons with
 the permission of their parents. 12 Happily for the peace of the
 college, the authority of the school administration was appar-
 ently respected in this instance. On the stage Priscian is ap-
 parently little concerned with local practice.

 Priscian, Why, pray, do you walk about with martial dagger
 among the lovers of peace? Are you a soldier or a scholar? Youth.
 Both. Priscian. Take the dagger from the little beet. Gird yourself
 with these arms. Youth. Oh, no. Rather die a thousand times than
 submit to a girdle of rods. Priscian. One or the other. Either the
 dagger you put aside, or you the rod you will bear. Youth. Here,
 you have my dagger. Priscian. Take this pen in its place. This
 weapon alone is appropriate in the grove of academe. (III.7)

 Priscian finds another student with a suspicious object in his
 schoolbag. On investigation, the object turns out to be a deck
 of cards. Unimpressed by this scholar's gaming skills, he recom-
 mends a sharp corrective:

 Priscian. What is this I see? Cards? What is the name of this book,
 depraved young mortal? Youth. This book I know from cover to
 cover. Priscian. Who is this? Youth. Der schellenkuenig. Priscian.
 And this? Youth. Ein oberman. Priscian. What a disgrace! Quickly
 with the rods, that he his punishment may bear. More attention
 pay to your text and less to games. (Ш.7)

 The last scene of the third act offers a dialogue involving a
 simple rustic who seeks to have his son enrolled in school. The
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 son, an obvious dullard, expresses an honest but unscholarly
 preference for pigs and cows over books. A comical "mixtum
 compositum" of Latin and the vernacular occurs as the farmer
 tries to encourage his son by pointing out some practical advan-
 tages of contemporary learning:

 Rustic. You are ignorant, son, of the good life which scholars
 lead. Letters learn, and you will become a great man. Cry not!
 It's much easier to sit in the shade at school than to gather up
 manure and cultivate and split wood and plow, and afterwards
 have naught to eat but "kraut, rueb, millich, Wassersuppen und
 kaltes wasser trinckenare." (III.7)

 The farmer proudly invites the schoolmaster to examine his
 son in the precepts of grammar. His rendering of a declension
 becomes so confused that the schoolmaster finds himself speak-
 ing the vernacular:

 Rustic. With talent is he endowed. Schoolmaster. That I can

 scarcely believe. But what has he learned? Speak up! Rustic. Up to
 now how to feed swine, geese, and horses and warm cakes from
 the pan to eat and of long slices short shrift to make. . . . School·
 master. That, my good fellow, I did not ask. The extent of his
 learning in letters did I seek. Rustic. That I know not but do you,
 master, make free to question him yourself. Schoolmaster. What
 author have you read, boy? Boy. The grammar of Donatus.
 Schoolmaster. Decline the word musa. Boy. Nominatiffel: Musa,
 die maus. Schoolmaster. Der Katzen. Boy. Genatiffel: Musa, der
 mausfallen. Schoolmaster. Psay noch emmal auff! (III.8)

 In the fourth act Priscian meets the Germanicolatinus, a
 pompous pseudo-scholar who attempts to prove to him on
 philosophical terms that he is the superior Latinist:

 Germanicolatinus. If any over our cups may think ill of me, I pray,
 not to take it in bad part. It was not my intent. Priscian. Oh, you
 gallows bird. What prattle, what babble you of mortals most inept
 [do utter]. Germanicolatinus. Why do you cry "Oh"? Did I do
 some injury? Priscian. Oh, the pain in my shoulders. I thought all
 barbarians had fled this land, and here comes along a very bar-
 barian of all barbarians. Germanicolatinus. Whaťs that you say?
 Am I to be taken for a barbarian? You do me a manifest injury
 which I will prove: Rogo, ut mihi nihil habere pro malo velint. In
 this statement what word so primitive causes you dismay? Rogo is
 Latin, the word mihi is Latin. The words nihil and velint are Latin.
 If each single word is Latin, why not then the whole statement. Or
 perhaps you are ignorant that as the parts are, so must be the
 whole. Priscian. Such confusion! If absurdity we must hear, at
 least it endow with more art and skill. (IV.2)
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 After this encounter, he falls upon an unwary schoolmaster
 who is attempting to introduce the vernacular into his classroom
 in the despised word-for-word manner of the Gemma gemmarum.
 Such outmoded pedagogical methods had been a frequent source
 of irritation to contemporary humanists:

 Ludimagister. Now write you all this down.
 Primo titulům: De iuristarum terminis metra

 Ex Gemma gemmarum. Est feudum lehenguet,
 Depactatio dinknuss et pactus sit pacht,
 Census [est] zinss, redditus ein guellt,
 Ungelt angaria, post haec precária bethe,
 Arra sit threwe, zoll theotus, exactio sit schätz.
 Fidefragus threwloss, fidei transgressor ehrloss,
 Ortiganum bautenlohn, sed bravium sit tibi furlohn,
 Corripio straffen, die indulgere vergeben.
 In versibus his poeticis auctor usus est
 Licentia propter materiam. . . . (IV.3)

 A humorous scene ends the fourth act, as had been the case
 also in the third act. In a style which recalls Frischlin's Julius
 redivivus, Priscian is accosted by an itinerant chimney sweep
 whose black appearance and strange confusion of Italian and
 Latin at first frighten him:

 Sparacamin. Fega, spara. . . . Priscian. In the name of all-high
 Jupiter, what sort of man is this, I pray? What language? Oh, I
 fear, tremble, grow pale with fright. It's a completely black Pluto
 which I discern. Sparacamin. Fega. . . . Priscian. What is this
 frightful fellow crying out? Sparacamin. Cui d'oro. . . . Priscian.
 I am struck with fear, and a frozen sweat breaks over my bones.
 What language does this fiery and fumy demon use? Sparacamin.
 О fega. . . . Priscian. Latin words I do hear, distorted and frac-
 tured. What tongue is this? Sparacamin. Fega. . . . Priscian. Oh,
 he's approaching me. О gods preserve me from being carried off
 alive to Hades. Sparacamin. Et come. . . . Priscian. Ha, ha, ha.
 Fear itself now provokes me to laughter. (IV.7)

 Before the final judgment scene of the fifth act Priscian finds
 himself engaged in a lively exchange with the "patron" of im-
 moral poets who sharply denounces the practice of book censor-
 ship recently introduced into some contemporary humanist
 schools:

 Patron. I bought the works of the poet Martial yesterday. Horace
 and Plautus, too, in their complete editions, as I did think. But
 look here, when I inspected the works more closely at home I
 discovered that whole passages of Martial had been deleted and
 the same for Horace and Plautus. . . .Shall our good poets be
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 castrated, I avered? Shall a half be sold for a whole? What a
 disgraceful act so to maim our fine Latin authors. (IV. 1)

 His reply to the charge that such authors arouse illicit
 passions in the young is a forthright attack on censorship,
 convincingly modern despite the temper of the times:

 Patron. Well, they say, these authors contain much pornography
 and themes which arouse the passions of the young like a torch.
 Of course I know there is a bit of obscenity in the witty sayings
 of the Spanish Martial. But whom can this harm if the reader be
 of spirit simple and honest? If the vessel be not pure, everything
 you pour into it turns sour. An evil mind, an evil soul. The spider
 does from flowers poison draw, but from them does the bee its
 honeycomb make. Alas, Martial, how I grieve for your fate. Weep
 for Horace, weep for Plautus. . . . (IV. 1)

 Priscian intervenes and quickly ends the discussion by sending
 the "patron" off to the judgment seat of Humanity. The reference
 to the authority who ordered the expurgation of these texts
 seems to have indicated no less a person than the highly respected
 John Sturm of Strassbourg. The passage in Gretser seems to
 recall Oviďs complaint about the "Martialis castratus" which
 occurs in the Satira menippa of Lipsius.

 The stage is now set for the final scene of the drama in
 which Humanity meets with her council to pass judgment on
 the crimes committed against the integrity of the Republic. A
 parade of defendants, including the patron of immoral poets,
 an orator, a textual critic, Priscian, and finally Humanity
 present their views. Elegance speaks in favor of removing from
 school texts a passage from Plato who wanted to ban all poets
 from his Republic. Sollertia laments the absence of an Apollo-
 nius of Laodicea who had the rare ability to emend texts while
 respecting contemporary scholarship. Priscian sounds a triumphal
 note when he cites the new religious awakening in the Catholic
 world as a reason for expurgating anything obscene from texts.
 Humanity, however, has the final word, as the herald announces
 her decision:

 Evil books, books of doubtful accuracy and low reputation, foul
 and obscene works of contemporary authors shall be burned all,
 their authors punished with fines. As for the works of the ancients,
 let them at least be kept from the young in public nor provided
 with any commentary. If any this ruling would oppose, let them
 be punished. (V.5)

 With the exception of the "book burning," this practice did in
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 fact become the prevailing custom in Jesuit schools. Gretseťs
 drama undoubtedly reflects accurately the contemporary senti-
 ment of many humanists. Finally, some decisions about texts,
 libraries, and teaching which recall the emerging Plan of Studies
 of the Jesuit schools are then officially proclaimed by the herald.
 The Comoedia tertia remained only a fragment, 13 but the

 prologue hints at its subject with magisterial directness: "The
 subject here will be the pronunciation of the Latin tongue and
 the art of correct writing or, as it be named, orthography" (CD,
 227, 323b). It must remain a matter for speculation whether
 Gretser intended to launch an attack on the emerging popu-
 larity of the vernacular in many areas of Germany and Switzer-
 land. The prologue seems to suggest where his own sympathies
 lie:

 The play, we hope, will teach all who the Latin tongue do badly
 speak or well. And what we of regional faults do say, let each take
 as to himself alone addressed. Our beginning, then, let us from the
 Germans take a favorable omen. This folk, such be its candor, will
 gratefully its errors hear. No man there be who in some way does
 not his Latin tongue inaccurately speak. Yet one who his own
 vineyard does see struck will often cry aloud and lament his
 impuned honor. But when the faults of others are noted, they
 draw the loudest laughter. (323b)

 Let one final quotation suffice to indicate Gretser's antipathy
 toward the emerging national tongue. The arrival of a typical
 student gives Priscian an opportunity to belabor the author's
 own Suabian dialect for the detrimental effect it is having on
 good Latin pronunciation:

 Puer. Bea, cea, dea. Priscian. Just listen, Humanity. How bar-
 barously does this lad his elements recite. Puer. Eal, earn. Human-
 itas. What sound is this so distorted? "eal, earn"! What Scythian
 ever, what Dacian or Thracian would his alphabet so recite? Puer.
 Eal, earn. Priscian. How monstrous, an evil omen this. Is this the
 tone of Latium? The sound is barbarous, rude and uncouth. Puer.
 Uggu, uggu. Priscian. How it grates upon my ears. Nay it does my
 hearing destroy. Quickly give me two muffs with which my ears
 to fortify. (324-25*)

 NOTES

 l Johannes Müller, Das Jesuitendrama (Augsburg: Filser Verlag, 1930). I. 22-24.

 2 Bernhard Duhr, Geschichte der Jesuiten in den Ländern der deutschen Zunge
 (Freiburg im Breisgau: Herder, 1907-28), I, 237-38.
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 3 Jean-Marie Valentin, Le théâtre des Jésuites dan le pays de langue allemande
 (Bern: Peter Lang, 1978), I, 215-18, and Monumenta Germaniae Paedagogica, 5
 (Regensburg, 1903-27), pp. 234-80. An English translation of this document has been
 published by William J. McGucken, The Jesuits and Education (Milwaukee: Bruce,
 1932), pp. 271-315.

 4 Anton Dürrwächter, Jacob Gretser und seine Dramen (Freiburg im Breisgau:
 Herder, 1912). pp. 76-77.

 5 Jacob Bolte, Andreas Guarna "Bellům Grammaticale" und seine Nachahmun-
 gen, Monumenta Germaniae Paedagogica, 43 (Berlin, 1908), pp. 11-13.

 б Laurentii Vallae, De Linguae Latinae Elegantia (Paris, 1509), I, 21.

 7 Bolte, Andreas Guarna "Bellům Grammaticale" p. 11.

 8 Jacobus Gretser, Humanitatis regnum: Dialogus de litteris politioribus contra
 bárbaros et soloecos, Codex Dillingensis (No. 223), fols. 217-34b. This source will
 hereafter be referred to as CD. All translations into English in this and other works
 by Gretser are mine.

 9 Jacobus Gretser, Comoedia prima, Codex Dillingensis (No. 227), fols 179-21 5a.
 A summary of the Comoedia prima has been published in German by Anton Dürr-
 wächter, Programm (Regensburg: Altes Gymnasium, 1897-98).

 10 Jacobus Gretser, Comoedia altera: In qua de criticis, poetis obscenis et aliis ad
 litteras spectantibus agitur. Also referred to as Comoeda secunda, Codex latinus
 monachensis (No. 575), fols. 171-92. Hereafter referred to as CLM

 ll Rudolf Wolkan, Boehmens Anteil an der deutschen Literatur des XVI. Jahr-
 hunderts (Vienna, 1895), III, 85.

 12 Josef Ehret, Das Jesuitentheater zu Freiburg in der Schweiz (Freiburg im
 Breisgau: Herder, 1921), pp. 3-6. This work is an extremely well informed treatment
 based on original documents from private archives of the Jesuit Order in Switzerland.

 13 Jacobus Gretser, Comoedia tertia de regno humanitatis, CD (No. 227), pro-
 logus, fol. 323b. The authority for this fragment rests with Dürrwächter, Jakob Gret-
 ser, p. 207. Müller, Das Jesuitendrama, II, 10, simply refers to the text as "verloren."
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